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Why did you get into the Geotechnical field?
During my research days, I came across the following statement by
Karl Terzaghi, (father of conventional soil mechanics) “There is no glory
in foundations.” Unlike the very nice, state-of-the-art architectural
images of structures glorifying their image and status, it is the action of
the foundations – and their interactions with the surrounding soil and
that of the structure – that would glorify its existence.
The most challenging part of a geotechnical engineer’s job is to find
ways to connect businesses, link roads, and enable access to education
and health care that is resilient but also sustainable.
Geotechnical engineering can consume a vast amount of resources
including concrete, steel, and use of land. We also get involved in the
early phase of a project whether it be ground investigation or preliminary
design. It is for these reasons that we have immense potential in
improving sustainability within the civil engineering field.
Poulos, (2003) observed that until the latter half of the 20th century,
contractors controlled many aspects of deep-foundation design
from investigation and design to construction and remediation.
However now – analysis, design and construction are undertaken by
independent specialists.
Even though the changes proved beneficial, the disadvantages must
not be ignored. These include ambiguity and conflict in technical areas
and design processes, as well as challenges in communication. These
challenges will have a direct effect on time, manner, and the quality of
project deliverables.
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What trends have you seen in the Geotechnical field over your
career and what has changed the most?
Geotechnical engineering has generally been regarded as a part of civil
engineering and this is still the case. The fundamental principles of
mechanics and hydraulics have underpinned its development.
Recognition of the particulate nature of soils and rocks, their geological
origin, as well as their variability has led to the birth, nurturing, and
development of the disciplines of soil mechanics and rock mechanics. The
ups and downs in the fortunes of civil engineering have largely reflected
the destiny of geotechnical engineering and this continues to be the case.
Yet it is also valid to consider geotechnical engineering as an important
bridge between geology, geomorphology, and civil engineering.
Moreover, the field has been influenced by mining and environmental
engineering and these relationships continue to develop. Many areas of
geotechnical engineering require an integrated and multi-disciplinary
approach. In such applications, regarding geotechnical engineering
merely as a subset of civil engineering will lead to an incomplete
understanding of problems and the development of inadequate or
incomplete solutions. Narrow perspectives can also stifle progress
and innovation. One must also consider links between geosciences
and geotechnical engineering in terms of common concerns and needs
such as obtaining, organizing, validating, displaying and interpreting
surface and subsurface data. Cooperation with geoscientists is also
required for the development of specific areas of study and application
such as geotechnical earthquake engineering, coastal engineering,
and marine geomechanics.
Thus, one must look at the big picture for understanding past
developments and present practices, and for developing valid
perspectives of the future. This should not mean simply following
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the ground underneath. The field of geotechnical engineering will be
advancing with every new structure and one of the biggest developments
will be to back up our innovations by solid engineering theory.
With the great development of information system technology,
geophysical testing and other technical advancements, engineers are
able to think outside the box and utilize their innovations to solve
geotechnical problems.
I don’t see mankind’s growing needs as an obstacle, but as a challenge.
I have faith that with a developing community, geotechnical engineers
will achieve remarkable things.

Ashbridges Bay Wastewater Treatment Plant

well-worn paths and considering progress only in terms of improvements,
adjustments and modifications of the current elements of what is
regarded as good practice. Adopting new paradigms may be desirable
or even necessary.
The long-term future of geotechnical engineering would of course be
influenced by many factors. It would also be useful to consider the unique
challenges that are facing the world today, the truly global issues such as
global warming, sea level rise, rapid population growth, depleting water
and energy resources, increasing urbanization, and increasingly poor
ground conditions for foundations and earth structures.
Considering routine problems in the future, continuation of present
trends might suffice, provided the latest and versatile methods and
techniques such as, sophisticated analytical models and tools,
knowledge-based modeling and spatial tools such as GIS are adopted
widely and efficiently, in addition to simple but robust analytical and
probabilistic methods. This requires greater efforts in research and
technology transfer from research teams to the profession and from
the developed societies to the developing world along with the
commitment of adequate resources for such tasks.
In your opinion, what are the greatest challenges facing the field?
There are many great challenges, but one challenge we face, not just as
Geotechnical Engineers, but as Civil Engineers is communication.
Engineers are not traditionally known for their level of communication,
but the time has come for us to step aside and learn how to communicate
our technical information in a way that is clearly understood by
stakeholders. This is crucial to allow infrastructure to remain fully
operational at all times. With the world moving closer towards distributed
data, information can be disseminated in the hands of operators and users
– this is one of the biggest challenges we face as civil engineers.
Looking at large engineering companies, it is evident that the engineers
of today are pushed aside and left management of the engineering firms
to others. We also face the battle for recognition and respect from the
mainstream clients. The most important issue today facing geotechnical
engineering is the lack of innovation and value-engineering since the
majority of projects are cost-driven.
How do you see Geotechnical Engineering changing in the future?
As civil engineering progresses to design larger buildings, bridges, and
other structures to meet mankind’s growing needs, geotechnical
engineers must develop new techniques and models to supports these
structures. The buildings are becoming taller and bridges are becoming
wider and longer, carrying more weight and requiring extra support from
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What are the top three projects you worked on and why?
I had the opportunity to work on some prestigious projects in Canada,
UK, and the Middle East. I have chosen the following three because of
their social, engineering and economical aspects:
1. Deer Park Lodge Slope Investigation, 76803 Bluewater Highway,
Bayfield, ON (2013)
This is an expert witness case and involved installation of a drainage
system during 2007 using Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD).
The technique had gone horribly wrong resulting in significant ground
movements and loss of ground. A serious concern that arose was the lack
of recognition by the lead engineering team and the client in conducting a
geotechnical investigation prior to design and construction of the project.
This resulted in a negligence verdict.
2. Uskmouth Power Station, Newport, Wales, UK (2003–2005)
This is a story of development and redevelopment of the site as a power
station. This project had major social, political and economic impacts on
the society as generations were employed at this plant. Established in
1948, the plant was running with two major stations, A and B. Station A
was demolished in the early 1990’s. The result was social and economic
deprivation. The plant’s redevelopment in 2007–8 has boosted local and
national economics.
3.	Ashbridges Bay M&T Pumping Station Upgrade Project,
Toronto, ON (2014)
The project consisted of constructing a new screen structure, pumping
station, electrical building, distribution structure and approximately two
kilometers of subgrade conduits and tunnels. The project signifies the use
of many geotechnical tools in determining the subsurface conditions, soil/
rock characteristics, and complex in situ testing in difficult ground.
In essence, the investigation consisted of deep, vertical and inclined
boreholes, borehole imaging technique, 3-D subsurface modelling,
a geophysical survey, in situ dilatometer testing, in situ over coring rock
stress measurements and others.
What would you like to tell everyone about yourself that not many
people know?
The one thing people need to know about me is that I dream in colors and
not in black and white. I see no limits to my achievements and goals, other
than those I set for myself.
I do not lead a boring life and my goals are as high as my achievements.
Through my job, my career and my family, I am always thriving for
remarkable things, sometimes I may fail and most times I succeed.
The key to my success lies in the lessons I learnt from those mistakes.
I live my life believing, “there is always a way”. G
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INDUSTRY NEWS
by Jason Bindseil

B.A., E.T.

ADSC Eastern Canadian Chapter

Anchor and Micropile Installation School (AMPIS)
The Anchor and Micropile Installation School
(AMPIS) is one of the crown jewels in the
ADSC’s treasury of practical education and
training programs. The school, limited to
30 participants and held every two years,
is intended to provide hands-on training
as well as classroom instruction for field
and management personnel involved in the
installation of anchored earth retention
elements and micropiles. The school will take
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place at Fleming College in Lindsay, Ontario
from September 17–22, 2017. This site was
chosen for several reasons, but most
importantly it is home to the only drilling
program in Canada. Students will be broken
down into groups of three in order to allow
them to have more direct contact with each of
the five equipment stations. Each group will
rotate through the stations during the course of
the week so that they have the opportunity to

observe the attributes of each type of
equipment in working in the subsurface
conditions at the site. The five drill rigs at the
site all provide different approaches for
installation of small diameter retention and
foundation members. Classroom instruction
will take a close look at things like reading and
recording testing information, reading and
understanding geotechnical reports, project
planning and drawing review. G
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TECH WATCH
By Gary L. Seider

P.E.

Hubbell Power Systems, Inc.

CHANCE® Continues to Lead Innovation
in Helical Systems and Devices

Tech Watch – Rock-It

ROCK-IT
This innovative helical system solution provides a wear resistant offset
carbide tip attached to the pilot point below the first helix plate to allow
improved penetration and reduced installation time. In addition, the
helix plates are ½" thick grade 80 steel with sharp leading edges. The
combination of offset carbide tip and sharp, strong helix plates save
installation time, increases penetration rate, saves money and ensures
better pile performance and a better alternative when working with high
blow count soils.
ROCK-IT helical piles have been tested in glacial till soil profiles in
Ontario, Canada. EBS Geostructural performed the tests using CHANCE
Type SS200 and SS225 Square Shaft helical piles. EBS found the
ROCK-IT piles installed faster and more smoothly than standard SS200
and SS225 helical piles. These tests confirmed a better penetration rate
overall with the ROCK-IT leads when compared to the standard square
shaft anchors. Today, ROCK-IT is the helical pile of choice for many
installers in high blow count and rocky soils.

The Drivecast™ Screw Displacement Pile is a new product solution
which has been approved by the New York City Department of Design and
Construction (DDC). Contractors now have an economical solution on
sites with limitations to installation machine weight, overhead clearance
and vibration restrictions. The Drivecast pile patent-pending design uses
a unique soil displacement methodology ideal for these conditions. The
helical displacement assemblies use curved plates to displace soil away
from the central steel shaft of the pile, thereby providing room for gravity
fed grout to create a cast-in-place composite concrete and steel column.
This innovative foundation solution provides versatile support of heavy
loads in sites with limited access and low clearance, while eliminating
vibrations and minimizing site disturbance. The pile is advanced by
rotation into the soil utilizing a hydraulic drive-head down through a
reservoir of grout.
Drivecast piles are
installed in sections,
allowing non-specialized,
light weight equipment
to provide minimal
disruption to the project
site. Drivecast piles do
not create any spoils,
eliminating the need for
stockpiling, off-site
trucking or disposal of
contaminated material.
Sections are comprised
of a centralized steel
shaft and one or more
displacement modules
placed along the shaft at
regular intervals. The
depth requirements are
achieved by adding
extension sections via
couplings. Contractors
can now provide a
fully-grouted, screw
displacement pile with
predictability of design
that allows for a simplified
capacity calculation and
quality control. G
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CHANCE® Helical Piles on Bedrock
Tim Horton’s, lovingly referred to as Timmy’s or Tim’s, is a national
staple. While driving through the vast Canadian landscape it feels as
though a Tim Horton’s is never far away. In hopes of making Tim Horton’s
more accessible, the mega-restaurant proposed to build a new location
on Highway #11 north of Orillia.
The proposed site was comprised of loose soil overtop of bedrock, as
well as a high water table. These site conditions would require a deepfoundation solution and the project would need a quick mobilization.
Helical piles were determined to be the most cost-effective solution.
EBS Geostructural Inc. was retained to design, supply and install (70)
Chance® Helical Piles installed to bedrock to support the Highway #11
Tim Horton’s. EBS was chosen to complete the project because of
smaller equipment that would have less of an impact on site, as well as
installation without vibrations or spoils.

Tim Horton's – During

Tim Horton's – Completed

Chatham-Kent, Ontario
A large wind farm was proposed in Southwestern Ontario’s region of
Chatham-Kent. Due to poor soil conditions, it was determined that a
deep-foundation solution would be required to support the following
structures of the project:
• Two (2) Dead End Frame Towers
• Transformer Foundation Pad
• Two (2) Microwave Tower Foundations
Initially, driven piles were chosen and the technology was used on an
adjacent site for an alternate project. Once pile driving began on site,
community residents feared that the dynamic vibrations of pile
installation into the black-shale bedrock would result in contaminated
well water.
To eliminate any potential risk, EBS Geostructural Inc. was contracted
to design, supply and install (46) micropiles to support the five wind
farm structures mentioned above.
Micropiles were chosen as the preferred deep-foundation solution for
the following:
• Minimal vibrations
• Minimal disturbances of surrounding aquifers
• Installation through obstructions in the soil and into bedrock
Micropiles were tested to 1290 kN (290 kips) in tension with a total
deflection of 35mm (1.2").
Micropile Installation – Chatham (both)
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